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Plasma wakefield dynamics over timescales up to 800 ps, approximately 100 plasma periods, are studied
experimentally at the Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE). The development of the longitudinal
wakefield amplitude driven by a self-modulated proton bunch is measured using the external injection of
witness electrons that sample the fields. In simulation, resonant excitation of the wakefield causes plasma
electron trajectory crossing, resulting in the development of a potential outside the plasma boundary as
electrons are transversely ejected. Trends consistent with the presence of this potential are experimentally




The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) is a
proof-of-principle plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA)
experiment that has demonstrated the acceleration
of an externally injected witness bunch in the wakefield
driven by a self-modulated proton bunch [1,2]. The use of
a high-energy proton bunch as a PWFA drive beam
offers the potential for acceleration of electron beams
to TeV-scale energies in a single plasma stage [3] thanks to
the large stored energy of the drive bunch (e.g., for an
LHC proton bunch, E ∼ 130 kJ), more than three orders
of magnitude greater than the energy stored in
bunches typically used in electron-driven PWFA experi-
ments [4,5].
In order to optimally excite the wakefield, drive bunches
used in PWFA experiments must be short with respect to
the plasma wavelength. The bunch RMS length, σz, should





is the electron angular plasma fre-
quency, ne is the electron plasma density, e and me are
the charge and mass of the electron, ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity, and c is the speed of light. The Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) proton bunch used by AWAKE typi-
cally varies in RMS length between 6–8 cm and hence is
much longer than required for plasma densities of interest
(ne ∼ 1015 cm−3 gives λp ∼ 1 mm and a cold wave-break-
ing field in excess of 3 GVm−1). However, it is possible to
take advantage of a natural response when a plasma is
perturbed by a long (σz ≫ λp) charged particle bunch: self-
modulation (SM). Low amplitude transverse wakefields
driven by the long proton bunch focus and defocus
alternating regions of the bunch. This causes modulation
into microbunches that can each effectively drive a wake-
field within the plasma [6]. Due to this mechanism being an
intrinsic plasma response, the micro-bunches are naturally
separated by the plasma wavelength allowing resonant
excitation of the wakefield [7,8]. The cumulative effect of
the wakefield driven by multiple microbunches can result in
longitudinal wakefields with amplitudes reaching GVm−1
[3], more than an order of magnitude larger than fields that
are typically achieved in traditional radio-frequency (rf)
accelerating cavities.
It is possible to seed the development of SM by driving
sufficiently strong initial transverse wakefields. This
ensures SM is the dominant evolution mechanism rather
than competing nonaxisymmetric modes such as hosing
[9]. When SM is seeded it is expected that the phase of the
wakefield is reproducible, essential for consistent accel-
eration of externally injected short witness bunches. At
AWAKE this is achieved by copropagating the ionizing
laser pulse close to the center of the proton bunch. This
creates a sharp plasma ionization front that interacts with a
high density region of the bunch, inducing large amplitude
(>MVm−1) seed wakefields [10].
In this study, the extended timescale evolution of a
plasma wakefield driven by a self-modulated proton
bunch is experimentally probed. Measurements of the
integrated longitudinal wakefield by acceleration of exter-
nally injected witness electrons demonstrate resonant
excitation of the wakefield along the self-modulated proton
bunch until phase mixing of plasma electrons [11] causes
saturation of the wakefield amplitude. Simulations corre-
spondingly predict the development of a potential well that
is attractive for electrons outside the plasma boundary on
extended timescales due to the subsequent ejection of
plasma electrons. These predictions are consistent with
experimental observations of decreasing witness energy
and increasing captured charge with increasing witness
injection delay. The amplitude, and hence influence, of this
potential is studied by changing the plasma wakefield
amplitude.
Understanding the evolution of the wakefield amplitude
along both the proton bunch and the plasma is essential for
optimization of the acceleration process for future appli-
cations [12]. Experimentally this is measured by varying
the temporal delay between the seeding laser pulse and the
injection of a witness electron bunch that samples the
wakefield. This is henceforth referred to as the laser–
electron delay and permits measurement of the integrated
longitudinal field local to the position of the captured
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electrons along the self-modulated proton bunch. In addi-
tion, the maximum wakefield amplitude driven by the self-
modulated bunch can be varied by adjusting the relative
time of arrival of the seeding laser pulse and the proton
bunch, henceforth referred to as the seeding position.
Moving the seeding position within the proton bunch
changes the fraction of the bunch that interacts with the
plasma and hence the number of protons that drive the
wakefield experienced by the witness electrons.
This study discusses results obtained during two exper-
imental periods of AWAKE Run 1 in September (Sec. IV)
and November (Sec. V) 2018. The experiments involved
varying the laser–electron delay, Δτ, from 50 ps to 800 ps
for three different seeding positions: in the center of the
proton bunch (t ¼ 0 ps) where the initial bunch density
interacting with the plasma, and hence amplitude of the
seed wakefields, are highest; and 200 ps ahead of, or
behind, the center of the proton bunch as shown in the left
panel of Fig. 1. In these latter cases the seed wakefields are
similar but smaller in magnitude than those when seeding
in the center, while the proton bunch density is initially
increasing, or decreasing, along the bunch, respectively
resulting in a change in the evolution of the longitudinal
wakefield amplitude. Figure 1 shows that the maximal
longitudinal wakefield amplitude increases with the num-
ber of protons driving wakefields.
II. EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW
An overview of the AWAKE experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 2. The proton bunch was extracted from
the SPS and transported to the experimental area where it
was focused to a transverse size of σr ≈ 200 μm at the
entrance of the vapour source and had a transverse
emittance of approximately 3.5 mm · mrad. A 300 pC
witness electron bunch was generated using a frequency-
tripled derivative of the main ionizing laser pulse to ensure
timing stability at the picosecond-level between the elec-
tron bunch and seeding laser pulse. The electron bunch was
accelerated to 19 MeV using traditional rf cavities and
transported along the beam line to the entrance of the
vapour source where it is injected into the wakefields driven
by the self-modulated proton bunch [13]. The electron
bunch trajectory was matched to that of the proton bunch
with a small vertical offset and injected into the plasma at
an angle of approximately 0.5 mrad, with shot-to-shot
pointing variations measured to be of a similar order. It was
focused to an RMS transverse size of approximately
500 μm at the entrance of the vapour source with a bunch
length similar to the plasma wavelength, σz ≈ 8 ps.
Portions of the witness bunch are hence captured within
multiple accelerating wakefield buckets and therefore it
was not possible to extract detailed longitudinal field
structure dependencies below this temporal limit. The
relative timing of the ionizing seeding laser pulse and
witness electron bunch was adjusted using a delay stage in
the transport line of the laser pulse to the photocathode.
Two quadrupoles were placed 4.48 and 4.98 m downstream
of the exit of the plasma to capture and focus the
accelerated witness electrons before they were horizontally
dispersed by a 1 m-long C-shaped electromagnetic dipole
and imaged on a scintillator screen [14]. Light emitted by
the scintillator screen was imaged onto an intensified CCD
camera. The relationship between the position of an
FIG. 1. Left: illustration of the normalised beam density, nb, corresponding to the seeding positions used in this study. Shaded regions
indicate the region of the beam that propagates through, and hence interacts with, the plasma. Left, upper: seeding 200 ps ahead of the
center. Left, middle: seeding in the center of the proton bunch. Left, lower: seeding 200 ps behind the center. Right: simulated evolution
of the maximum longitudinal field over the entire plasma length for the three different seeding positions for a plasma density of
ne ¼ 2 × 1014 cm−3. The proton bunch parameters are the same as those used for studying extended timescale wakefield evolution
described in Sec. V.
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electron in the plane of the scintillator screen and its energy
was calculated using the beam delivery simulation (BDSIM)
code [15,16] with measured dipole field maps as input. The
energy uncertainty was approximately 2%, calculated via
considerations of the accuracy of the field maps, measure-
ments of the positions of the spectrometer beamline
components, and the resolution of the spectrometer imag-
ing system [17]. For the measurements presented hereafter,
the dipole current was kept constant at 100 A, allowing
electron energies ranging from 84 MeV to 2 GeV to be
measured.
Calibration of the charge response of the scintillator
screen was performed and validated via two independent
methods. First, electron beams of variable charge were used
to study the scintillator response at the CERN Linear
Electron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) test beam
facility [14]. Second, beams of monoenergetic electrons
were produced by the stripping of high-energy lead ions
accelerated in the SPS and transported to the AWAKE
experimental area to be imaged by the spectrometer system
in situ [18]. These two complementary measurements
permitted calculation of the witness bunch charge from
measurements of the integrated light output from the
scintillator with an associated uncertainty of 8%.
The vapor is contained in a 10 m-long cylindrical cell of
diameter 40 mm with Rb reservoirs at either end [19]. The
cell was heated to provide tunable vapor density. For these
studies, the vapour density at both ends was kept equal and
constant at a value of 2 × 1014 cm−3. The density of the
vapor was monitored by an interferometric measurement at
each end of the cell using white light interferometry around
the 780 and 795 nm lines of the Rb atom,with an uncertainty
of 0.5% [20]. While larger witness energies could be
observed at higher plasma densities [2], achieving consistent
witness capture was more challenging and hence lower
operating densities were preferred for systematic studies.
Ionization of the Rb vapor was achieved using a
terawatt-class Ti:sapphire laser. The laser pulse duration
was approximately 120 fs with a pulse energy of
56.1 1.5 mJ. The Rayleigh length of the focused laser
pulse was 15 m, with a spot size of approximately 2 mm
throughout the entire vapor source. It was assumed that the
laser singly-ionised the Rb vapor in accordance with
previous measurements that demonstrated self-modulation
of the proton bunch at a frequency consistent with that of
the measured vapor density [7]. The phase of the laser
oscillator was locked to the radio frequency of the cavities
within the SPS, with synchronization between the laser
pulse and time of arrival of the proton beam measured to be
FIG. 2. Overview of the AWAKE experimental setup. The seeding position represents the position of the ionizing laser pulse (green,
inset) with respect to the long proton bunch (red, inset). The laser–electron delay represents the timing of the arrival of the electron bunch
(blue, inset) with respect to the ionizing laser pulse. A full description of the experiment can be found in Sec. II with experimental
parameters detailed in Table I.
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at the picosecond level, thus permitting controlled varia-
tions of the seed position.
A. Analysis of spectrometer images
For an event to be included in this analysis, a minimum
witness charge of 50 fC needed to be detected on the
spectrometer screen in order to eliminate events where
sufficient witness capture was not achieved. For each event,
background subtraction and geometric corrections [17]
were applied to the image of the scintillator screen and
the pixel count was integrated over the vertical (non-
dispersive) plane. The region with signal that exceeded
the expected background by 3σbkg was identified. The
mean energy of the captured witness electrons was calcu-
lated according to μE ¼ ðΣiEi · dQiÞ=ðΣidQiÞ where i
corresponds to the index of the column of the image in
the signal region, Ei is the energy associated with column i
in the plane of the scintillator screen and dQi is the
integrated charge measured in column i. The integrated
charge of a column was calculated by summing the total
CCD pixel counts of the background-subtracted image and
applying the calibrated scintillator charge response
value, ð4.22 0.33Þ × 105 pC−1.
III. SIMULATION OVERVIEW
The experimental measurements are compared to 2D
cylindrical, quasistatic simulations performed using LCODE
[21]. These simulations solve for the plasma response in the
comoving frame, defined by ξ ¼ z − ct, and use the
experimental proton and electron bunch parameters
as input (see Table I). The simulation domain spans
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 800k−1p , 0 ≤ r ≤ 25k−1p with a resolution of Δξ ¼
Δr ¼ 0.02k−1p where kp ¼ ωp=c. A fixed time step ofΔt ¼
100ω−1p is used to update both the plasma state and proton
beam; for witness electrons, an energy-dependent reduced
time step is used to fully resolve their betatron oscillations.
Approximately 30 radius-weighted macro-particles per cell
per species are used to model the response of plasma
electrons and ions with 2.7 × 106 equal-weighted beam
macro-particles used to model the proton bunch. Use of a
wide simulation domain that extends far beyond the
boundary of the plasma (rp ¼ 5.3k−1p ¼ 2 mm) is neces-
sitated by the requirement to track plasma electrons that are
expelled from the plasma after trajectory crossing occurs as
is discussed in more detail later and in Ref. [22]. The proton
bunch is initialised with Gaussian longitudinal and radial
distributions. Modelling of the varying seeding positions
used in this study is achieved by using a step function in the
proton bunch density at the relevant seeding position within
the bunch. This negates the need to model the interaction
between the ionizing laser pulse and the Rb vapor and
hence saves computational resources.
The process of external electron injection is inherently a
complicated 3D problem [23] and therefore perfect agree-
ment between simulations and experiment is not expected.
In 2D cylindrical simulations, the witness electrons are
represented by a ring of charge being injected into the
wakefield toward the axis as opposed to an electron bunch
with pointing jitters as in the experiment. As such, the total
captured charge in 2D is expected to exceed that observed
experimentally. OðpCÞ captured witness charges were
typically measured during the experiment and hence no
significant modification of the wakefield amplitude expe-
rienced by the witness electrons via beam loading is
expected. For these two reasons, test witness electrons
that can experience the wakefield but do not alter its
amplitude or drive their own wake are used in simulation
in an attempt to recreate measured experimental trends.
It is additionally expected that 2D axisymmetric simu-
lations underestimate turbulent effects due to the imposed
symmetry and hence likely provide an overestimate of the
wakefield amplitude at large laser–electron delays follow-
ing phase mixing. However, at present, three-dimensional
quasistatic simulations of the extended plasma region
required for comparison to experimental observations are
prohibitively computationally expensive. In spite of this,
axisymmetric simulations still provide useful comparison
and insight into the underlying physical mechanisms.
TABLE I. Summary of experimental parameters. These also
represent the values used in the simulations outlined in Sec. III.
The seeding positions are defined relative to the center of the
proton bunch with positive values representing seeding ahead of
the center.
Plasma
Density [cm−3] 2 × 1014
Radius [mm] 2
Ionizing laser pulse
Energy [mJ] 56.1 1.5
Pulse length [fs] 120
Electron bunch
Energy [MeV] 19
Normalised emittance [mm · mrad] 10
Transverse size at focus [μm] 500
Charge [pC] 300 8
RMS bunch length [ps] 8
Focal position [m] 0
Trajectory at focus On-axis; −0.5 mrad (vert.)
Proton bunch Sec. IV Sec. V
Energy [GeV] 400
Normalised emittance [mm · mrad] 3.5
Transverse size at focus [μm] 200
Bunch population [1011] 3.13 0.16 2.83 0.14
RMS bunch length [ps] 257 3 255 3
Seeding position [ps] þ100 ½−200; 0;þ200
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IV. RESONANT WAKEFIELD EXCITATION
It is expected that as the laser–electron delay is
increased, the energy of captured electrons increases as
an increasing number of proton microbunches resonantly
excite the wakefield that the captured witness electrons
experience. Experimentally, this was found to be the case
up until the laser–electron delay exceeded approximately
the RMS length of the proton bunch, σz ¼ 257 3 ps. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for measurements when seeding
100 ps ahead of the center of a proton bunch of population
ð3.13 0.16Þ × 1011 and RMS length ð7.70 0.08Þ cm.
For small delays, Δτ < 150 ps, achieving consistent wit-
ness capture was challenging, resulting in low detected
charge with larger energy variability. In this case, approx-
imately 30% of injection attempts achieved sufficient
charge capture to contribute to the measurements for
each value of the laser–electron delay. However, for
Δτ ≥ 150 ps, successful witness capture was observed in
more than 75% of events per delay. Nevertheless, the trend
for increasing witness energy with increasing laser–elec-
tron delay was observed on short timescales (Δτ < 250 ps)
and demonstrate resonant excitation of the wakefield. At
aroundΔτ ¼ 250 ps ≈ σz, the witness energy was observed
to saturate as predicted by previous simulations [24].
V. EXTENDED TIMESCALE WAKEFIELD
EVOLUTION
The data corresponding to studies of larger laser–
electron delays were taken under different experimental
conditions to those discussed in Sec. IV. The measured
proton bunch parameters differed between the two mea-
surements. The proton bunch population was measured to
be ð2.83 0.14Þ × 1011 while its RMS bunch length was
ð7.65 0.08Þ cm. In addition to the change in seeding
position between the measurements, the reduction in bunch
population while maintaining approximately the same
bunch length alters the peak current of the beam. This
results in a reduction in the wakefield amplitude over the
plasma length and as a result, a difference in the self-
modulation saturation length. Therefore, witness electrons
captured in the experimental conditions discussed in
Sec. IV will experience a larger amplitude wakefield and
undergo consistent acceleration over a longer distance than
those for subsequent measurements, resulting in larger
witness energies. For this reason, direct comparison
between the mean captured witness energy of the two
measurements cannot be made. However, for the measure-
ments studying the effect of various seeding positions on
extended timescales (up to 800 ps) detailed in this section,
the experimental parameters were kept as consistent as
possible to allow direct comparison. In this case, for the
smallest delays (Δτ < 200 ps) capture of electrons was not
realized while fewer than 30% of attempted events per
delay achieved sufficient witness capture to contribute to
the measurements of laser–electron delays between 200–
400 ps. For larger delays, witness electron bunches of
sufficient charge were measured in approximately 70% of
events per laser–electron delay.
A. Longitudinal wakefield amplitude
For laser–electron delays larger than 500 ps, the effects
of further plasma wakefield evolution were observed and
are demonstrated in Fig. 4. Experimentally, on these
extended timescales a decreasing witness energy was
measured with increasing laser–electron delay, indicative
of a decreasing longitudinal wakefield amplitude along the
self-modulated proton bunch.
Simulations indicate this is due to the onset of plasma
electron trajectory crossing within the wakefield. The
cumulative wakefield excitation drives an increasing radial
electron density gradient along the proton bunch as the
wakefield increases in amplitude and the plasma ele-
ctrons near the axis of propagation are fully expelled.
Due to the presence of the radial density gradient created by
the wakefield, plasma electrons experience a spatially-
dependent radial force and their initially coherent oscil-
lations begin to mix [11]. This modifies the resonant
frequency of the radial force while the longitudinal field
continues to be excited at the initial plasma frequency [25].
The wavefront of the density perturbation hence becomes
deformed and electron trajectories start to cross. For our
simulated plasma channel parameters approximately 5% of
plasma electrons are radially expelled from the plasma as
inner electrons cross trajectories of outer electrons and
experience an increased negative charge density. This
cumulative effect begins at the rear of the proton bunch
where the wakefield amplitude is large enough and prop-
agates forward as the wakefield potential, and hence
FIG. 3. Experimental results showing mean witness energy for
Δτ up to 365 ps when seeding 100 ps ahead of the center of the
proton bunch. The growth in mean witness energy with increas-
ing Δτ is consistent with resonant excitation of the longitudinal





, where σðμEÞ is the standard deviation of the
measurements of the mean energy and N represents the number
of events per step.
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density perturbation, associated with each microbunch
grows as self-modulation develops along the length of
the plasma [8]. After these inner electrons are expelled as
demonstrated in Fig. 5, outer plasma electrons move
inwards to replace them and the plasma becomes charged
at its boundary [26]. This, in combination with the presence
of electrons outside the boundary of the plasma, induces a
positive potential in the surrounding volume that is attract-
ing for electrons and acts to accelerate the previously
ejected electrons back toward the plasma.
As these electrons re-enter the plasma, they return back
on-axis and interfere with the resonantly driven wakefield.
The combination of this interference effect and the phase
mixing induced by the radial density gradient damps the
wakefield amplitude, causing the decay of the longitudinal
wakefield observed in the lower panel of Fig. 5 and the
experimentally measured decrease in witness energy
observed for large laser–electron delays shown in Fig. 4(a).
As the attracting force is low in amplitude when compared
to the radial wakefield near the axis, expelled electrons re-
enter the plasma far behind the position at which they are
ejected from the plasma in the comoving frame. For this
reason, while trajectory crossing is observed to occur
earlier than σz behind the seeding position in this simu-
lation, significant effects from the return of plasma elec-
trons on the wakefield amplitude do not become apparent
until larger laser–electron delays, Δτ ≥ 500 ps.
This mechanism therefore splits the evolution of the
wakefield amplitude into three distinct regions along the
proton bunch: (i) initially for small laser–electron delays,
Δτ ≤ 250 ps, the wakefield amplitude grows as an increas-
ing number of proton micro-bunches contribute to driving
the wakefield and plasma electron oscillations remain
coherent. This is the region that is typically studied
experimentally and theoretically as it offers the largest
stable wakefield amplitudes (e.g., [2,24,27]). As the proton
beam undergoes self-modulation and the wakefield ampli-
tude and density perturbation grow, trajectory crossing is
observed in simulation toward the rear of this region and
electrons are ejected from the plasma. (ii) At around 250 ps
behind the seeding position, the wakefield amplitude
saturates. The wakefield amplitude is maintained in this
region (250 < Δτ < 500 ps) as outer plasma electrons
replace those ejected via trajectory crossing. Phase mixing
effects induced by the radial density gradient cause electron
FIG. 4. (a) Experimental results showing the mean witness energy with increasing laser–electron delays for the three measured seeding
positions. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. (b) Corresponding simulation results showing the envelope of the
integrated longitudinal wakefield following self-modulation saturation. Error bands represent the integrated longitudinal wakefield
calculated for upper and lower bounds of the estimated saturation length zs ¼ 7.0 0.5 m.
FIG. 5. Upper: simulated plasma electron density map at
z ¼ 2.9 m. Electrons are ejected from the plasma as the wakefield
amplitude is resonantly excited and trajectory crossing occurs
near the axis. Example plasma electron trajectories are plotted for
reference (solid lines). The electron density perturbation driven
by the self-modulated proton bunch can be seen near the axis.
Lower: corresponding on-axis longitudinal field (grey) shows
decay for large Δτ alongside the development of a radial field
outside the plasma boundary (red), measured at r ¼ 7.5k−1p .
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oscillations to decohere and limit further growth of the
wakefield amplitude despite an increasing number of
microbunches driving the wakefield. (iii) Finally, for
Δτ ≥ 500 ps, a significant number of ejected electrons
return to the plasma and their interference with the
resonantly driven wakefield on-axis, in combination with
accumulated phase mixing effects, cause further decay in
the wakefield amplitude along the bunch.
The appearance of plasma electron trajectory crossing
so early within the resonantly excited wakefield is a
consequence of the low plasma density used in these
studies. At a density of 2 × 1014 cm−3 the proton beam
is narrow relative to the skin depth of the plasma,
σr ≈ 200 μm ¼ 0.53k−1p , quickly exciting the large trans-
verse gradients necessary to induce plasma electron tra-
jectory crossing. At the AWAKE nominal density of
7 × 1014 cm−3 the relative bunch density is reduced, the
bunch size is optimised for the plasma density (σr ¼ k−1p ),
and trajectory crossing does not occur. At the nominal
density, it is rather expected that ion motion causes decay of
the wakefield on extended timescales [28–30], an effect not
observed in the simulations performed for this study.
Figure 4(b) shows the envelope of the integrated longi-
tudinal wakefield for different laser–electron delays pre-
dicted by LCODE simulations using the proton bunch
parameters of the experiment. The wakefield amplitude
is integrated over the plasma length following self-modu-
lation saturation, zs ¼ 7.0 0.5 m, identified in simulation
by the position after which the wakefield phase remains
approximately constant with respect to the proton micro-
bunches. This corresponds to the position in the plasma at
which consistent acceleration of witness electrons is
possible. Before this point, the phase of the wakefield
continuously evolves as the proton bunch self-modulates,
potentially causing captured electrons to dephase and move
into decelerating, defocusing regions of the wakefield
[6,27]. The integrated wakefield amplitude shown in
Fig. 4(b) represents an upper bound on the expected
witness energy as it assumes witness electrons remain
on-axis in the position of maximal electric field amplitude
over the relevant integrated plasma length. It is rather
expected that witness electrons oscillate within the accel-
erating region of the wakefield and therefore have lower
energy at the exit of the plasma than predicted by
simulation, consistent with the data presented in Fig. 4(a).
The trends observed experimentally [Fig. 4(a)] are repro-
duced in simulation [Fig. 4(b)] with three distinct
regions: initial growth of the wakefield as it is resonantly
excited (Δτ < 250 ps), a region of field saturation
(250 ≤ Δτ < 550 ps), and decay on longer timescales.
The experimental results presented in Fig. 3 for a seeding
position 100 ps ahead of the center of the proton bunch are
also consistent with these findings, but show only the initial
growth and saturation regions of the integrated wakefield
amplitude due to the limited range of laser–electron delays
measured (Δτ ≤ 365 ps).
The magnitude of the decay of the integrated wakefield
amplitude on long timescales (Δτ > 500 ps) shown in
Fig. 4(b) is dependent on the seeding position. This is
expected as trajectory crossing and the subsequent ejection
of plasma electrons is a direct result of the phase mixing
induced by the increasing radial density gradient from the
cumulative excitation of the wakefield. When seeding
200 ps behind the center of the proton bunch, the initial
proton bunch density is lower and decreasing along the
bunch when compared to the other two seeding positions.
Consequently the wakefield amplitude driven by the
modulated proton bunch is lower as demonstrated in
Fig. 1 and simulations indicate that trajectory crossing
does not occur until later in the plasma (z > 3 m) and
further behind the seed position (Δτ > 300 ps). This is
exemplified in Fig. 6 which shows the simulated develop-
ment of the radial field outside the plasma boundary
(r ¼ 7.5k−1p ) over the entire plasma length for the three
FIG. 6. Simulated development of the transverse field, Er − cBϕ, outside the boundary of the plasma measured at r ¼ 7.5k−1p for the
three seeding positions measured experimentally: (a) 200 ps behind the centre of the proton bunch, (b) at the centre of the proton bunch
and (c) 200 ps ahead of the centre of the proton bunch.
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different seeding positions tested experimentally. The peak
amplitude of the potential induced outside the boundary of
the plasma when seeding 200 ps behind the center of the
proton bunch [Fig. 6(a)] is an order of magnitude lower
than for the other seeding positions, indicating far fewer
electrons being ejected from the plasma. Therefore, the
long timescale wakefield decay induced by the return of
ejected plasma electrons is reduced for this seeding position
as shown in Fig. 4(b). This was similarly observed in the
experimental measurements shown in Fig. 4(a) where the
mean witness energy is approximately constant with
increasing delay when seeding 200 ps behind the center.
In comparison, when seeding 200 ps ahead of the center
of the bunch the number of protons contributing to driving
the wakefield is far higher. Larger amplitude wakefields are
driven earlier in the plasma (Fig. 1) and the transverse
potential outside the plasma boundary begins to develop
within 2m [Fig. 6(c)]. The amplitude of the potential
also exceeds that of the central seeding position shown
in Fig. 6(b). Larger on-axis wakefield amplitudes are driven
when seeding 200 ps ahead of the center of the bunch and
correspondingly more electrons undergo trajectory crossing
and can later return to the plasma and damp the wakefield
on-axis. This results in faster decay of the integrated
wakefield amplitude for large laser–electron delays than
for the central seeding position as demonstrated in
Fig. 4(b).
The position of the plasma boundary, assumed to be
rp ¼ 2 mm in this study, is not measured experimentally
and hence has a large uncertainty. Simulations varying the
position of the boundary between reasonable experimental
limits, rp ¼ 1.5 → 2.5 mm, were performed to investigate
the effect of this. An Oð10%Þ change in the average
amplitude of the field generated outside the plasma
boundary was observed as an increased number of plasma
electrons gained sufficient transverse momentum following
trajectory crossing to be ejected from the plasma for a
reduced plasma boundary and vice versa. However, a
correspondingly smaller change in the integrated longi-
tudinal wakefield amplitude was observed (%-level).
Therefore, over the range of positions tested in this study,
the simulation results were relatively insensitive to the
exact position of the plasma boundary.
B. Witness capture
The development of the potential outside the plasma
boundary also affects the witness charge captured within
the wakefield. Previous simulations of witness injection
have indicated that some witness electrons injected at the
entrance of the plasma can be defocused near the plasma
boundary [23] or by the seed wakefields driven by the
unmodulated proton bunch [31]. These electrons are then
observed to oscillate around or near the boundary of the
plasma and continue to propagate along its length. In
addition to this, while the proton bunch undergoes self-
modulation the phase of the wakefield is continuously
evolving with respect to both the proton micro-bunches and
any witness electrons captured within the wakefield. This
can cause witness electrons that have been captured at the
initial injection position at the start of the plasma (z < 1 m)
to become dephased and move into decelerating, defocus-
ing regions of the wakefield where they can be lost from the
wakefield structure. In simulation these electrons leave the
plasma quickly but are then also observed to continue to
propagate along the plasma length near its boundary. In this
study, simulations indicate that following the development
of the potential induced outside the boundary of the plasma,
witness electrons that have travelled along its boundary are
reinjected into the plasma and can be captured within the
wakefield.
FIG. 7. Maps of final injection position for witness electrons from simulations of electron injection for the three seeding positions
measured experimentally: (a) 200 ps behind the centre of the proton bunch, (b) at the centre of the proton bunch and (c) 200 ps ahead of
the centre of the proton bunch. A separation simulation is performed for each laser–electron delay in 100 ps steps. The color scale
represents the fraction of electrons that are captured in the wakefield at a particular z-position, normalised to the total number of witness
electrons that are injected at the start of the simulation. A cut on the witness electron energy of E ≥ 84 MeV is used to mirror the
experimental conditions for the spectrometer dipole.
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The effect of this is demonstrated in Fig. 7 which shows
the simulated maps of witness capture positions along the
plasma for the three different seeding positions measured
experimentally for variable laser–electron delays. Example
witness electron trajectories are additionally shown in
Fig. 8(c); some electrons remain close to the axis and
trapped within the wakefield over the entire plasma length,
while others are observed to propagate near the plasma
boundary and are injected following the development of the
potential outside the plasma boundary at z > 5 m.
When seeding in the center of the proton bunch for small
laser–electron delays (Fig. 7(b), Δτ ≤ 200 ps), capture
only occurs at the position of the initial injection of the
witness bunch at the start of the plasma (z < 1 m). This is
the region of the proton bunch ahead of the development of
the potential outside the plasma boundary demonstrated in
Fig. 6(b). However, for Δτ ≥ 300 ps a growing amount of
charge is reinjected and captured in the wakefield later in
the plasma (6 ≤ z ≤ 9 m) with increasing laser–electron
delay. This directly corresponds to the evolution of the
electron-attracting potential outside the boundary of the
plasma illustrated in Fig. 6. Similarly, when seeding 200 ps
ahead of the center of the proton bunch [Fig. 7(c)],
significant re-injection and capture is observed following
the development of the potential outside the plasma
boundary (z > 5 m). In this case, an increased fraction
is reinjected and captured when compared with seeding in
the center of the proton bunch, consistent with the larger
amplitude potential induced outside the plasma boundary
demonstrated in Figs. 6(b) and (c). In simulation, for both
seeding positions, there is not a significant difference in the
final energy of witness electrons that are captured either at
the start of the plasma and remain within the wakefield
throughout the entire development of the self-modulation
(z < 1 m), or those that are reinjected and captured in the
wakefield following the development of the potential
outside the plasma boundary (z > 5 m) as shown in
Fig. 8. Witness electrons that are captured in the wakefield
at the start of the plasma undergo dephasing as the
wakefield phase continuously evolves and are decelerated
multiple times before self-modulation saturates at z ≈ 7 m,
at which point consistent acceleration is observed.
Therefore, the effective acceleration length for witness
electrons captured either at the start of the plasma
[Fig. 8(a)] or following re-injection by the potential outside
the plasma boundary [Fig. 8(b)] is similar. This further
motivates using the saturation position (zs ¼ 7.0 0.5 m)
as the lower limit within the calculation of the integrated
wakefield in Fig. 4(b) when comparing to experimental
results. When seeding 200 ps behind the center of the
proton bunch, successful capture of reinjected witness
electrons late in the plasma is not observed in simulation
(Fig. 7(a), z > 1 m). This is due to the reduced amplitude
of the focusing potential outside the boundary of the plasma
in this case, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(a).
Experimentally, corresponding signatures consistent
with the seed-dependent effect of witness reinjection
following the development of a radial potential outside
the plasma boundary were observed and are demonstrated
in Fig. 9. This figure shows (a) the average witness charge
measured experimentally and (b) observed in simulation
when varying the laser–electron delay. A minimum witness
energy of 84 MeV at the exit of the plasma was applied in
simulation analysis in order to mimic the spectrometer
dipole settings used in the experiment. When seeding ahead
of, or in, the center of the proton bunch, an increasing
witness charge was measured with increasing laser–
electron delay. This is consistent with the evolution of
the electron focusing field outside the boundary of the
plasma created following plasma electron ejection (Fig. 6)
acting to reinject witness electrons where they can be
captured within the wakefield. However, when seeding
behind the center of the proton bunch approximately
constant witness capture with increasing delay was
observed both experimentally and in simulations. These
experimental observations directly correspond to the trends
predicted by the witness injection simulations for the
three seeding positions demonstrated in Fig. 9(b). For
Δτ ¼ 700 ps with a central seeding position, a drop in
the average witness charge is observed both experimentally
and in simulation. This corresponds to a large reduction in
the amount of charge captured close to the entrance of the
plasma (z < 1 m), as shown in Fig. 7(b). In contrast, when
seeding 200 ps ahead of the center of the proton bunch a
smaller fraction of witness electrons are captured for
z < 1 m at all Δτ, resulting in a more consistent average
FIG. 8. Simulated evolution of the witness energy for
(a) electrons that remain trapped in the wakefield throughout
self-modulation, and (b) electrons that are injected following
development of the electron-focusing potential outside the
plasma boundary. (c) Example witness electron trajectories in
the comoving frame; the color scale represents the z-position of
an electron. The black horizontal dashed line represents the
position of the plasma boundary. This simulation corresponds to a
central seeding position with Δτ ¼ 500 ps.
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witness charge at large Δτ both experimentally and in
simulation as the reinjection mechanism dominates.
As expected, the simulations predict average captured
witness charges that are more than an order of magnitude
larger than those measured experimentally for geometric
reasons discussed previously. While the development of
this re-injection mechanism appears to offer a method for
increasing charge capture experimentally, it is important to
note that this secondary injection is not controlled. It will
not result in high quality witness bunches and as such is not
desirable.
Variations in the exact position of the plasma boundary
will be expected to have larger effects on the reinjection of
witness electrons than was observed in the calculations of
the integrated wakefield amplitude discussed previously.
An Oð10%Þ increase in the average amplitude of the field
outside the plasma boundary, observed when reducing the
plasma boundary to 1.5 mm in simulation, would lead to a
greater number of witness electrons gaining enough trans-
verse momentum to be reinjected and successfully captured
in the wakefield while the opposite would be true for larger
plasma radii. This could be explored experimentally by
varying the ionizing laser pulse energy as this has pre-
viously been shown to modify the radial extent of the
plasma [32].
The injection scheme for AWAKE Run 2 differs from
that used in Run 1 in order to improve capture efficiency,
preserve emittance and minimize the energy spread of
the injected witness bunch by injecting the bunch into a
second vapor source following self-modulation saturation
[33]. The increase in capture efficiency is expected to
minimise sources of the secondary injection mechanism
identified in this study that can degrade the witness bunch
quality. The introduction of percent-level longitudinal
density variations will be limited to the first vapor source
where self-modulation of the proton bunch will take place.
Therefore, the implementation of density gradients as
proposed for AWAKE Run 2 is not expected to further
modify the appearance or nature of this secondary injection
mechanism. The largest acceleration gradients were
observed ahead of the onset of effects created by trajectory
crossing and as such the extended timescale wakefield
effects explored here are not expected to limit the accel-
erating gradient, energy gain or charge capture for AWAKE
Run 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
The evolution of the amplitude of the wakefield driven
along a self-modulated proton bunch in plasma is measured
experimentally by varying the relative timing of the
wakefield seeding position and the injection position of
witness electrons. The use of a low plasma density
(ne ¼ 2 × 1014 cm−3) and a correspondingly narrow drive
bunch (σr ¼ 0.53k−1p ) results in the fast development of
strong radial transverse plasma density gradients. The
presence of radial gradients causes phase mixing and
plasma electron trajectory crossing within the wakefield,
leading to the expulsion of plasma electrons. An electron-
focusing potential is induced in the volume outside the
plasma boundary and acts to accelerate electrons back into
the plasma. The return of electrons damps the wakefield
amplitude while increasing witness capture. The seeding
position is changed to investigate the effect of the
longitudinal wakefield amplitude on the development of
the electron-focusing potential outside the plasma boun-
dary showing amplified effects for higher amplitude
wakefields and vice versa. Agreement between the wit-
ness energy and charge capture trends observed both
experimentally and in simulation provides evidence that
FIG. 9. (a) Experimental and (b) simulation results demonstrating the mean witness charge as a function of the laser–electron delay.
Trends observed experimentally are reproduced in simulation. Experimental error bars represent the standard error on the mean. The
horizontal dashed line at 50 fC represents the minimum required charge measured on the spectrometer screen for an event to be included
in the analysis.
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the mechanisms identified in this study are the cause
of the decrease in energy gain and increase in charge
capture measured for large laser–electron delays. This
study therefore contributes useful information for opti-
mization of the acceleration process for AWAKE Run 2
and beyond.
It is expected that the occurrence of trajectory crossing
within the resonantly excited wakefield is a result of using a
narrow drive beam and hence should be suppressed at
higher plasma densities where the relative transverse
beam size is larger. Therefore, to further study the
development of this mechanism, similar measurements
could be repeated at a range of plasma densities. This
would allow determination of the relative transverse
beam size at which the experimental signatures associated
with trajectory crossing can be observed, thus providing
a useful cross-check with simulation predictions and help-
ing to optimize beam and plasma parameters for future
applications.
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